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For those looking for historical and operational detail on 
the mission itself, however, the book will ‘fall a bit flat.’ There 
is scant attention paid to the actual combat mission. Brief 
overviews of some of the tasks and operations are given, but 
they provide little real substance or understanding of the mis-
sion or its challenges. The description of the friendly fire 
incident itself, however, is quite dramatic and moving.  

To support the text, the author has included 30 black-
and-white photos that depict key personalities, as well as 
some of the events surrounding the story in question. As indi-
cated earlier, the book really has a journalistic bent. There are 

no endnotes, references, or even an index. It is, in the end, a 
story of some personal journeys through tragedy.

Overall, the book is engaging and powerful. The writing is 
strong, and the emotional narrative moves quickly. I strongly 
recommend the book to anyone interested in the event in gen-
eral, and the impact upon those it touched in particular.

Colonel Bernd Horn, OMM, MSM, CD, PhD, is Chief of Staff Strategic 
Education and Training at the Canadian Defence Academy.
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S
enator Romeo Dallaire entered into the main-
stream public fora with his award-winning book 
Shake Hands with the Devil, a compelling and 
heart wrenching personal account chronicling his 
time as Commander, United Nations Assistance 

Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR) during the 1994 Rwandan 
genocide. It was here where he first articu-
lated chilling accounts of his encounter 
with child soldiers. Today, the use of child 
soldiers remains prevalent throughout the 
world, and They Fight Like Soldiers, They 
Die Like Children provides an insightful, 
and, at times, a brutal account of an evil 
that continues to plague humanity.

Dallaire uses a unique blend of fiction 
and non-fiction within this book to convey 
his message of eradicating the use of child 
soldiers. While this combination of fiction 
and non-fiction is meshed together some-
what awkwardly, the fiction tends to evoke 
an emotional response connecting facts 
with fiction, thereby evoking powerful 
images, and, in turn, solidifying the mes-
sage in the conscience of the reader. The 
chapters dedicated to how a child soldier 
is made, trained, and used are equally as 
thought provoking as they are disturbing. 
Of note, Dallaire highlights that approximately 40 percent of 
all child soldiers world-wide are girls, as girls are often con-
sidered more valuable than boys being used for everything 
from sex slaves, to cooks, to combatants. The emotional and 
psychological effects upon professional soldiers encountering, 
and, at times, killing child soldiers, also fictionalized in the 
book, are equally vivid and disheartening. Dallaire righty 
highlights the intense moral dilemmas present in professional 

soldiers if and when required to kill child soldiers, and he 
legitimately questions how long professional soldiers can 
engage in such acts before their ‘brains fry.’

Perhaps one of the more controversial aspects of the book 
is Dallaire’s classification of child soldiers as “weapons sys-
tems.” Dallaire’s hypothesis articulates that if child soldiers 
are a weapon system of choice for commanders, then it should 
be possible to decommission or neutralize that weapon system 
in order to eradicate the use of child soldiers, not the child. In 
order to “unmake a child soldier,” Dallaire highlights the dif-
ficulties associated with the current approach though 
Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration programs 
and he calls for the use of a “comprehensive approach” – 
bridging gaps, integrating efforts and resource allocation 

among disparate actors in the field– “… 
to eradicate the scourge deliberately 
inflicted on children by adults.” Indeed, a 
comprehensive approach wholly applied 
to this complex phenomenon seems 
entirely logical, perhaps offering the best 
chance for success in eradicating the use 
of child soldiers. However, as Senator 
Dallaire has observed throughout this 
work, the difficulty of bringing the mili-
tary and humanitarian communities 
together for this common purpose should 
not be underestimated.

Dallaire uses the final chapters in the 
book as a call to action highlighting his 
Child Soldiers Initiative. In speaking 
about the book, he has drawn parallels of 
his life mission to the abolition of slavery, 
once a commonly-accepted international 
norm. Slavery was abolished in part 
through the use of norm entrepreneurs 

(master enablers of normative change) and the use of several 
diffusion mechanisms (how international norms make their 
way into states). They Fight Like Soldiers, They Die Like 
Children, and the establishment of the Child Soldiers Initiative 
anchored at Dalhousie University, clearly represent cogent dif-
fusion mechanisms, and indeed, Romeo Dallaire represents a 
norm entrepreneur himself. However, it took approximately a 
century of sustained effort by norm entrepreneurs as well as 
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the use of a wide variety of diffusion mechanisms to abolish 
slavery. Let us hope that Romeo Dallaire’s call to action 
achieves equal, but more timely results. 

Colonel (ret’d) Michael A. Rostek, CD, Ph.D, is currently the Executive 
Director of The Royal Military Colleges Club of Canada.
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 F
ind them! Fix them! Fight them! Finish 
them!” was General Matthew Ridgway’s 
war cry to his demoralized commanders in 
Korea during the 1950s. Ridgway drew this 
tenet from a study of Civil War General 

Ulysses S. Grant, who stated: “The art of war is simple 
enough. Find out where your enemy is. 
Get him as soon as you can. Strike at him 
as hard as you can as often as you can and 
keep moving.” According to Aki Peritz 
and Eric Rosenbach, this war cry, updated 
and applied to the war on international ter-
rorism, became the American strategy to 
fight the Global War on Terrorism 
(GWOT). 

The authors argue that for the dura-
tion of the Cold War, the enemy to which 
the ‘find, fix, finish’ doctrine was applied 
was the Soviet Union. However, with the 
end of the Cold War and the subsequent 
attacks on the American homeland on 11 
September 2001, the American national 
security apparatus had to go through a 
very important evolution in its strategic 
outlook and mindset. In essence, it had to 
update ‘find, fix and finish’ for the Global 
War on Terror (GWOT). It is the updating of this strategy, its 
implementation and consequences, which are the basis of Aki 
Peritz and Eric Rosenbach’s work Find, Fix, Finish. 

Aki Peritz is a Fellow at the Belfer Center in Washington, 
DC, and he previously worked for the Central Intelligence 
Agency’s Counterrorism Center. Eric Rosenbach is currently 
the Assistant Deputy Secretary of Defense of the United 
States. He has taught courses on counterterrorism at Harvard 
Kennedy School, and has served on the Senate Select 
Committee on Intelligence (SSCI), where he helped lead over-
sight of American counterterrorism programs. These two 
clearly have a plethora of knowledge on the subject matter to 
which this book pertains.

The book begins with a recounting of the days prior to 
9/11 in a chapter aptly entitled ‘Atrophy,’ where the US 
Government and relevant federal agencies, while beginning to 
acknowledge the emerging threat of terrorism, did not rank it 
very highly on the list of national security priorities. Rogue 
states, the India-Pakistan tension, and WMD proliferation 
were seen as higher national security priorities during the mid-
1990s. Notwithstanding this, the Clinton administration did 
issue some presidential directives with regards to how the US 
Government should deal with a terrorist attack, but these 
directives would initiate a response to an attack instead of a 
preventative approach.

With the transition to the Bush administration during the 
winter of 2001, the threat posed by international terrorism once 
again appeared on American shores very quickly. The tragedy 
of 9/11 struck nine months later, and it shocked the American 
psyche. However, it must be noted that the World Trade Center 
was also previously attacked in February 1993 by Islamic ter-

rorists. 9/11 was, regrettably, not the first 
time Islamic terrorists had struck on 
domestic American soil. Within days, 
Congress passed the Authorization for the 
Use of Military Force (AUMF), which 
allowed the president “… to use all neces-
sary and appropriate force against those 
nations, organizations, or persons he deter-
mines planned, authorized, committed or 
aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on 
September 11, 2001.” 

According to Peritz and Rosenbach, 
with the onset of the ill-named Global 
War on Terrorism (GWOT), the US had 
two competing objectives: dismantle the 
worldwide Al Qaeda network, and kill or 
capture those responsible for the attacks 
on New York and Washington. To this end, 
the US Government employed a spectrum 
of military means, all-source intelligence 

operations, Special Operations Forces (SOF), evolving tech-
nology, and intimate partnerships with various close allies and 
friends in key geopolitical regions around the world. In their 
efforts to kill or capture Al Qaeda leaders, American govern-
ments have been driven by necessity to work with difficult, 
and some would say unsavory, partner governments, such as 
those in Pakistan and Yemen. The CIA has worked in conjunc-
tion with the Pakistani Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) to 
capture key Al Qaeda members, even though it is fairly well 
understood that the ISI is infiltrated with many members that 
are sympathetic to the Taliban and Al Qaeda. These capture 
operations have been essential in allowing the American intel-
ligence community to generate intelligence sources, which are 
now a critical part of the find, fix, finish paradigm. This has 
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